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Work by Thorne Havener '24, Fine Art. 

Upcoming Events 

June 21 Opening of Senior Exhibition, Main Gallery

Through June 30 True Americana, works by Alex Eggleston, CORE Gallery

Through June 30 The World Where Mind and Reality Split, works
by Jasmyn Stokes, Hayden Gallery 

If you have news, an event, or an announcement you'd like to share, please
email Jen Kopf, at jkopf@pcad.edu.    

http://www.pcad.edu/
http://www.pcad.edu/
mailto:jkopf@pcad.edu?subject=An%20event%20to%20mention%20in%20the%20newsletter


Coming to the Main Gallery: Senior Exhibition
PCA&D is proud to present Senior Exhibition, a selection of work by the Class of 2024, in
its Main Gallery, opening Friday through July 19. The show features a sampling of the
thesis work in illustration, painting, animation, game art, photography, video, sculpture,
graphic design, and design thinking, created by our most recent alumni. This is an
exciting opportunity for those who missed the annual weekend Senior Show event in
early May to continue to celebrate PCA&D's graduates through a condensed version of
that large-scale exhibition.

5 named CCE Young Classroom Assistants
Congratulations to the five students who have been named Young Classroom Assistants
in the College's Center for Creative Exploration: Aidan DiRosato '27; Abby Howe '26,
Animation & Game Art; Mitch Palad '26, Illustration; Asa Smith '26, LiveX; and Shay
Thomas '26, Graphic Design. 



Black Cat Yoga offering PCA&D discount 
Black Cat Yoga, which worked with Student Life to offer in-person yoga sessions last
academic year, now is offering PCA&D students a discount on its virtual yoga studio
programming. Regularly $24, it's $20.40 per month for unlimited access to a growing
library of content, seven live classes a week, exclusive live events for the virtual studio
community, and more. Scan the QR code in the graphic above, or
visit https://bit.ly/PCADyoga, and use the discount code PCADSTUDENT. 

https://www.blackcatyogalititz.com/offering_packages/684b3ebe-2571-4c3b-a01c-111907a1a600


Alex Eggleston and Jasmyn Stokes wrap up
Career Development Fellowships with shows 
Exhibitions in the Hayden and CORE galleries feature the work of PCA&D's inaugural
Career Development Fellows, Alex Eggleston '23, Photography & Video, and Jasmyn
Stokes '23, Illustration. 

Eggleston's exhibition, True Americana, a collection of 13 works, is featured in the CORE
Gallery, Mezzanine level. Work by Stokes, The World Where Mind and Reality Split, 
hangs in the Hayden Gallery. 

The exhibitions will be on display through June 30. 

To learn more about their Career Development Fellowship experiences, check
out PCA&D News on the website. 

CCE & Exhibitions partner on Amtrak display
case art project; here's how to participate
PCA&D's Exhibitions Department and Center for Creative Exploration have teamed up
with support from the City of Lancaster Office of Public Art to host an opportunity for the
Lancaster community to showcase their visual response to the prompt "Creativity is..." in
an exhibition that will be installed at the Lancaster Amtrak station in two of the public art
cases from Aug. 9 through Nov. 14. The hope is to engage Amtrak station visitors and
travelers through this collaborative installation that will involve the creation of artwork. 

Now through July 29, community partners, PCA&D students and faculty, and Lancaster
community members are invited to join a workshop, an event, or visit partner curio.
Gallery & Creative Supply on West Chestnut Street to pick up a 6-inch-by-6-inch canvas
panel to create their response to the prompt. Names of artists will be included on
signage in the station cases. 

Your web resource: The Student Portal
The College's Student Portal webpage provides links to some of the most-needed
information. You can find this link to the Student Portal at the very bottom right
corner of the homepage at PCAD.edu. 

There, you'll find official College dates, such as holidays; class times; research links;
links to academic support and counseling help; and much more. 
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